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NONSENSITIVENESS REGIONS 
IN UNIVERSAL MODELS 
LUBOMÍR K U B Á Č E K — LUDMILA KUBÁČKOVÁ 
(Communicated by Anatolij Dvurečenskij ) 
A B S T R A C T . Within universal mixed linear models, including the models with 
constraints, the algorithms are developed which enable to determine boundaries 
of nonsensitiveness regions. These are defined in the space of parameters of the 
covariance matr ix of the observation vector; a shift of these parameters inside the 
nonsensitiveness regions does not cause any essential damage of the estimators of 
the parameters of the mean value of the observation vector. 
Introduction 
Let us consider a linear statistical model, i.e. 
V ~ n ( X / 3 , E ( t f ) ) , 
where Y denotes an n-dimensional observation vector, X/3 the mean value of 
the observation vector, X a design matrix, (3 an unknown vector parameter of 
the mean value of the observation vector Y, X.(i?) the covariance matrix of Y 
depending on a vector parameter i?. 
If i?* is an actual value of the vector i9, then the ?9*-LBLUE (locally best 
linear unbiased estimator; in more detail cf. [7; p. 180]) of an unbiasedly estimable 
function of the parameter (3 depends more or less on the value of the vector &. 
In many cases its actual value is not known, it must be estimated, or it is known 
only approximately. In such cases it is of some interest to know whether an 
uncertainty in fl can or cannot destroy the optimum property of the i?*-LBLUE 
of an unbiasedly estimable function of (3. 
1991 M a t h e m a t i c s S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n : Pr imary 62J05, 62F10. 
K e y w o r d s : mixed linear mode l, sensitiveness, mode l with constraints. 
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In [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], this problem and analogous problems connected with 
confidence ellipsoids and test of linear hypotheses were studied in the case of 
regularity of the model. 
Another type of sensitivity is studied in [1]. 
The aim of the paper is to find a solution in universal model (i.e. without 
conditions of regularity), in universal model with constraints of the type I and 
in the universal model with constraints of the type II. 
1. Notations and auxiliary statements 
Let Y be an n-dimensional random vector (observation vector) which re­
alization y is the vector of results of measurements. The class of distribution 
functions assigned to the observation vector Y is assumed to have the properties 
V{/3 G V}V{0 G 1}(E(Y | 0 , 0 ) = X/3) 
and 
V{/3 G V}V{tf G ti}(vzr(Y | /3,0) = J > i V i ) • 
Here V means either Rk (the case of the universal model without constraints), 
or {u : u G Rk , b + Bu = 0} , b G M(B) = {Bu : u G Rk} a known 
vector, B a known q x k dimensional matrix (the case of the constraints of the 
type I) or {(v) : 6 + ( B 1 , B 2 ) (
v) = 0}, b G M(BVB2) is a known vector, 
B 1 and B 2 known q x (k — I) and k x / dimensional matrices, respectively (the 
case of the constraints of the type II); the symmetric matrices V 1 ? . . . , V are 
known and $ = (#-_,. . . , d )' G 2? C W is the vector of parameters known only 
approximately. 
Let 1?* be the true value of the vector parameter 1?. A small change of 
i?* to i9* -f S'd causes a small change of the i?*-LBLUE h'j3 of the function 
h(/3) = h'(3, (3 G V. Since tf*-LBLUE is unbiased for all i? G $, i.e. 
V{/3 G V}V{tf G ±}(E \UP(Y,V*) I 0 , 0 ] = fi73) , 
the effect of the change S'd results in an enlargement of the variance of the esti­
mator only. The enlarged variance can be tolerated with respect to the opinion 
of users. Generally, the ratio 
І /VsLi(h'/3(Y,-d* + 5tf) \6*)/Wax(h'0{Y,'d*) | tf*) , 
or the difference 
yJv&i(h'(3(Y,-d* + 50) | ů*) - y/vaiílťpiY,^) \ 0*) , 
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or similar quantities are used for deciding to what extend the change of $ can be 
tolerated. The problem is to determine the domain of those changes Sfl which 
do not cause a greater change in Var(h//3(Vr,i9*) | #*) than the tolerable one. 
If the observation vector is normally distributed, Y ~ JVn[X/3, £(??)], the 
confidence regions for estimable functions can be easily determined. Also in this 
case an uncertainty in the value of the vector i? causes a change in a shape of 
the confidence ellipsoid and in the level of confidence. Similarly in testing linear 
hypotheses on (3 the small change in 1? can cause an enlargement of the risk 
and a decrease of values of the power function of the test. 
Let A be an m x n matrix, W an m x m p.s.d. (positive semidefinite) 
matrix and let M(A) = {An : u e W1} C M(\N). Then P™+ means the 
matrix A(A / W~A)~A'W + (~ means the (/-inverse and + the Moore-Penrose 
a-inverse of the matrix; in more detail cf. [8]). If W is p.d. (positive definite), 
then P™ is the W_ 1-projection matrix on M(A). The symbol M ^ means 
I — P ^ ~ . If W = I (identical matrix), then the symbol P A is used instead of 
P A ; analogously M A is substituted by M A . 
There are several kind of nonsensitiveness regions. One of them is defined 
here. The others will be defined in the following. 
DEFINITION 1.1. The nonsensitiveness region for the unbiasedly estimable 
function h(/3) = h'(3, (3 G Rk , is 
|<W: Vax[hrP(Y,ti* + 60) | 0*] < (1 + e2) Var[ft73(Y,#*) | **] } . 
Here e > 0 is chosen by a statistician. 
2. Universal model without constraints 
DEFINITION 2 . 1 . The universal model without constraints is 
Y ~ n (X/3, E (0 ) ) , 13 E R
k , 1? G £ (an open set in Rp), 
where £ ( 0 ) = £ t>.V., V. = V{, i = 1 , . . . , p . 
2 = 1 
If V 1 , . . . , V are p.s.d. and ^ , . . . , 1 ; , are positive, then the model con-
sidered is a mixed linear model. The mixed linear model is a special case of a gen-
eral linear model with covariance components in which the matrices V x , . . . , V 
are symmetric (they need not be p.s.d.) and rflr..,tf E t f c F (they need 
v 
not be positive), however E ( # ) = ]P i/̂ V^ is p.s.d. 
2 = 1 
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In the following the mixed linear model will be under consideration. (Authors 
have not been able to solve the mentioned problems in models with variance 
components yet.) 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let A be an m x n-matrix and y G M(A) (the subspace 
generated by the columns of the matrix A). Let N be an n x n p.s.d. matrix. 
Then the matrix G with the property 
V{y € M(A)}V{x :Ax = y} (AGy = y k ||Gy||N < ||x||N) , 
where | |x| |N = \ jVNx, is called the minimum N-seminorm g-inverse of the 
matrix A and it is indicated as A~, N . (in more detail cf. [8]). 
LEMMA 2.3 . Let A be an mxn matrix. Then the class of all matrices G from 
Definition 2.2 is given by solutions of the equations 
AGA = A & NGA = A'G'N. 
One of the reprezentations of the matrix A~ ^ is 
( N - A ' ( A N - A ' ) " if yVi(A') C M(N), 
m ( N ) " \ (N + A / A)"A ' [A(N + A ' A ) " A ' ] " otherwise. 
P r o o f . Cf. [8; p. 44]. • 
v v 
In the following the abbreviate notations S = J2 ^i^i an<^ ^ * = -C ^ * ^ 
i = l «=i 
will be used. Here i?*, i = l , . . . , p , are the actual values of the covariance 
parameters. 
LEMMA 2.4. In the universal model the class of all unbiasedly estimable linear 
functions of (3 is 
{/*(•) : h(J3) = u'X0, ueW1} 
and the ti-LBLUE of h(-) is i i , X [ ( X , ) - ( E ) ]
, V . 
P r o o f . Cf. [8; p. 140]. • 
THEOREM 2.5. In the universal model it is valid 
dX(3(Y,ti)/dtii = XZ'iv 
where Zi is any matrix satisfying the condition 
W ) - ( S ) X ' + sz t x ' - S(X')-(s)X'ZlX' ^ 
= x [(*')-(s)]'v, + xz^s - xz^x[(X')-(E)]'s 
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and 
v = {l-X[(X')- (s )]'}V; 
(") 
«>v(X[(X')" ( s )] ' Y, dX[(X')-(E)]' Y/Mi 11?) = 0 
and 
(iii) the expression XZ^i/ is invariant of the solution of (*). One solution of 
(*) is 
Z; = - S - V , ( X ' ) - ( S ) • 
P r o o f . 
(i) With respect to Lemma 2.3 
X ' ( X X ( N ) X ' = X ' & S(X' ) - ( S ) X' = X[(X')- (S3)] 'E, 
thus 
x'(a(x')-(s,)/wi)x' = o> 
and 
V,(X')- ( S )X' + S ( 3 ( X ' ) - ( S ) / ^ ) X ' 
= x[(x')-(ss)]'vi + x(a(x')-(SJ)/wi)'.s 
what implies 
( ^ ( X ' ) - ( s ) / ^ ) € {Z, - (X')- ( E )X'Z iX'(X')- ( s ) : Z, satisfies (*)} . 
Further 
3x[(x')-(s)]' v/w, = x {z, - (xo-^x'z.x'tx')-^}' v 
= xz;.{i-x[(x')-(s)]'}v 
= xz>. 
(ii) With respect to (i) 
cov(X[(X')-(s)] Y,dX[(X')-(s)]' V/W, 1tf) 
= X[(X' ) - ( s ) ] ' cov(V,„ |^)Z i X' 
= X[(X')- ( s )] 'cov (V, {l - X[(X')- ( E )] '} V | rf) ZtX' 
= x[(x')-(s)]'s[i-(x')-(2)x']Zjx' 
= ^(x')- (s)x'[i-(x')- (s)x']z tx' = o. 
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(iii) One solution of the equation (*) is 
z. = -S"W(x')- ( s ) , 
which can be checked by substitution. 
By multiplying both sides of (*) from the right hand side by the matrix 
T~X', where T = £ + XX7, we obtain the equation 
Var(V)Z iX'T-X = V.(X')- ( : a )X'T-X - X[ (X ' ) - ( s ) ]V i T-X. (**) 
Each of the solutions of the equation (*) is also a solution of the equation (**). 
The full class of all solutions of the new equation (**) is 
Zi = {- E - V t ( X ' ) - ( s ) 
+ U i-(Var(v))
+Var(v)U i(X'T-X)(X'T-X)-: Ui arbitrary}. 
For any Z i € Zi we have 
XZ'iv = -X[(X')^)}'\/iV-(V)v 
+ XU'^ - X(X'T"X)-(X'T-X)U^ Var(i/)[Var(v)] + v 
= -x[(x')- ( s )]'v is-(i?)v , 
since Var(i')[Var(!/)] + v = v and X(X'T~X)-(X'T-X) = X. • 
COROLLARY 2.6. With respect to Theorem 2.5 (ii) 
v { u e i " } 
u'X/3(Y,iГ+ <5i9) | i Г І 
Var [u'Xß(Y,ti*) | iГ] + Var({u 'ðX[(X')- ( s )] 'Y/ði î '} | ^ Sů i?ł 
This corollary is suitable for determining boundaries of the nonsensitiveness 
for the i?* -LBLUE of an unbiasedly estimable function of the parameter (3. 
If it is required 
yVax([aiv3(V)t9*)/a(^)']S-d) \ i?*) < ehah , 
where ah = A y'h'[(X')- ( S . ) ] 'S*(X')- ( s . ) lJ and h <E M(X'), then the followin 
theorem gives one of the possible solutions of the mentioned problem. 
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T H E O R E M 2.7. Let Y ~ n (x/3, £ #.V.) , (3eR
k .Let h{/3) = h'(3, (3eRk , 
^ 2 = 1 ' 
be an unbiasedly estimable function of the parameter (3; i.e. h G J M ( X ' ) . Then 
5$ G {u : uf\NfrU < £^0"^} (nonsensitiveness region) 
=> WVar([ah73(y,i9*)/a(79*),](5i9) | 0*) < e ^ , 
uj/iere 
{ W h } i j = L' f tV iE*-Var(V*|1?*)S*-V j / . f t , t , j = l , . . . , p 
{ / I ' C - ^ ' E * - t / r (X) = Jfe < n , E* tsp.d., 
/ I ' C - X ' E * - t/ M(X) c M ( E * ) , 
/ i '(X'T*-X)-X'T*- otherwise, 
C = X'E*-X , 
V* = {|-X[(X')-(S.)]'}V, 
T* = S* + XX', 
Var(V* 1tf*) = S* - X ^ X O - ^ ' E * = E * [ M X S * M X ]
+ E * , 
M x = I - X ( X ' X ) X ' = I - XX
+ 
{notice JV3(V,i9*) = L'ftV). 
P r o o f . Since ^_^ 
dh'/3{Y,-d)/dtii = h'Z'iv, 
(see Theorem 2.5 (i)) we can write 
p -l p p 
^ ( a h ' ^ v , ! ? ) / ^ ) ^ 1? = ^ ^ w ^ . c o v ( / i ' z > , / . ' z ; v | i ? ) 
• ," — 1 -J -.* — 1 A — 1 » = 1 j = l 
P P P P 
- ^ X ^ ^ i ^ h , z i V a r ^ i ^ z i h -
1=1 i = l 
Since 
Var(„ | 0 ) = E(0) - E(19)(X ' ) - ( S )X ' = E(0) - X[ (X' ) - ( E ) ] 'E(0 ) 
the expression h!Z\ Var(i/ | i?)Z.fi can be written in the form 
^ ^ [ . - ( x o - ^ x ' ^ . / . . 
The matrix Z^ satisfies the condition (*) what implies 
xzAs(tf)[i - (x')-(s)x'] = x[(x')-(r)]'vfc - x[(x')-(s)]'vfc(x')-(E)x', 
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k — i,j. Thus we can write 
/ , 'Z :S[ I - (X ' ) - ( S )X ' ]Z .A 
= h' {[(X'J-^J'V, - [(X')-(s)]'Vt(X')-(s)X'} S-x 
x {V,(X')-(S) -X[(X')-(E)]'Vj(X')-(s)}h. 
Since L'h = li'[(X')-(s)]', and V, = V,S"S = SS~V., 
tfz.s['-(x')-(-3)x']zih 
= ^ s - s [ i - (x')-(s)x']s-{i - x[(x')-(s)]'}ss-v,/.h 
= L ' ^ S - j l - X [ ( X ' ) " ( S ) ] ' } S S - S [ I - ( X O - ^ X ' j E - V ^ f c 
= L ' / | V j S - [ S - S ( X ' ) - ( s ) X ' ] S - V J / . h . 
Thus we obtain {\N}i • in the general form 
L ' ^ S - V a r K | ^ E - V , . / . , , , i,j = l,...,p. 
Now Lemma 2.3 can be used and it is obvious how to finish the proof. • 
R e m a r k 2.8. It is to be noticed that the shift 5*d in the direction of i?*, i.e. 
o*?? = £<#* i does not cause a change of the estimator. It is implied by the following 
relation 
v v 
t2Y,J2rirjL'hyi^*~Y™(v* I ^*)S*-V.L^ 
i=i j=i 
= t2L^E*5]*-[E*-E*(X /)- (^ )X']S*-E*LA l 
= tVx[(xo-(E.J' {s* - x^xo-^^s*} L„ = o, 
since there exists u eW1 such that ft' — u'X. 
If we want to know the nonsensitiveness region for all linear unbiasedly es-
timable functions simultaneously, we can proceed according to the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let Ei . be the p x p matrix with the (i,j)-th entry equal to 1 
and with other entries equal to 0. s G M ^ such that s's — 1 and A- a k x k 
matrix given by the relation 
*ij = [ ( X W , l ' V . E - V a r ^ ' I ^) .fi-V j .fi-(X')- ( S J . ) , 
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G i = | : I , » = 1 pxfc, 
g'. 
p p pxfc 
y ^ ^ Eitj ® A• ̂ . = ̂  7rffrffr (tfte spectral decomposition), 
i=l j = l r = l 
gr = (Sr,H"->Sr,p)' ' r = l , . . . , p X f c . 
The vectors gr, r — 1,... ,p x fc are px k-dimensional and g'rgs = Srs 
(the Kronecker delta). 
P r o o f The expression S'd'WfrS'd can be rewritten in the form 
(s& ® h') E E ( E i j ® A i j ) (^ ®h) > 
i = l j = l 
since 
( w ® h ' ) E E ( - i , i ® A . j ) ( ^ ®h) = E E 5 i 9 ' E i / < ? / , ' A i - i h 
i = l j = l i = l j = l 
i = l j = l 
pxfc p p 
Let 52 lrSrSr ^
e ^ e spectral decomposition of the matrix 52 $2 ̂ i j ® ̂  J 
r = l i = l j = l 
Then we can write 
pxk pxk 
S'0\NhSti = {S& ® lV) E IrSrS'r^ ® h) = E 7 r ( ^ ' G r / l )
2 
r = l r = l 
px/c pxfc 
< E 7r (s&GrGrS0/y/60'GrGr64) = 6& E 7PGrG'r * 0 , 
r = l r = l 
since 
V{h : h'h = 1} I (<WGrh)
2 < (itf'G, *jjj._. j 
1 M V r ' ~ V Ty/6&GrGr60) 
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Let Ker(E*) = {u : £*u = 0} and K be the matrix with the property 
yW(K) = Ker (£*) . 
If h e M(X'K), then Var[--V/3( V, <#*) | 1?*] = 0, which means that this func-
tion is nonsensitive. If M(X) C A1(S*), then M(X'K) = {0} and M(X'Y,*) = 




THEOREM 2.10. Let M(X) C M(Y>*), E «*'*'*' be the spectral decomposition 
i=l 
pxk 
of the matrix Yl Ti^G^ from Lemma 2.9 and let K1 > K2 > . . . . Let 
i=l 
^ ^ ^ ^ { / . ' [ ( ^ - ^ ^ ( X ' ) - ^ ^ / , : h&M(X'), h'h = l}). 
(In the regular case u1 is the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix C







— м < — ) м ů* І°Һ<A > 
£ = < S'd : ||<5-i9|| < ——zz: > (nonsensitiveness region). 
I Vh^i J 
P r o o f . In the first step the inequality oo > u>1 > 0 must be proved. Let 
h G M ( X ' ) . Since M(X') = M tX'E*) = A^(X'S*+X) and M(X) C M{S*), 
-^-{^[(XOmtis.J'S^X')-^.,*: hGM(X'), /,'/> = l } 
= min {t'X'S*+X(X'E*+X)+X'S*+Xt : t'(X'E*+X)2t = 1} 
= min { t 'X'S*+Xt: t'(X'S*+X)2t = 1} > 0 
and simultaneously 
m i n { / l ' [ ( X ' ) - ( s . ) ] ' E * ( X ' ) - ( s . ) / , : h e M(X'), h'h=l}<^. 
Here the relations 
/i = X'S*+Xt , 
S*(X' ) - ( S , ) X' = X(X'S*+X)+X' 
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and 
t ' X ' S * + X [ ( X ' ) - ( E . ) ] ' 2 . * ( X ' ) - ( . s . ) X ' E *
+ X t = t ' X ' S * + X t 
are used (it is to be noticed that the expression S * ( X / ) ^ ( E * ) X / is invariant with 
respect to the choice of the matrix (X')~ / S ^ . 
Let h G M(X') be an arbitrary vector; with respect to Lemma 2.9 
pxk 
Sti'\NhSti < tíhSď^iiG&Sů = tíh^K^irSůf . 
І = l t = l 
Thus 
and 
m a x | ^ K i ( / ; ^ )
2 : \\S*]\ = c\ = c % 
Sů = tll -=-> SďWfjSti^tíhťK! 
It implies 
\\S0\\ < t = » 




Sů ß * Aл-Уӣčõ 
к^tíh 
) m ( E ) ] 'S ( i ?* ) (X' ) - ( s ) f t 
< tyjK^Uúl 
D 
Till now the problem was considered in an a priori version, i.e. before the 
realization of the observation vector Y. If the experiment was already realized, 
i.e. we have a realization y of the observation vector Y at our disposal, then 
the quantity h'Z^i/real (cf. Theorem 2.5), where 
"re«I = { ' -X[ (X' ) - ( 1 ! . ) ] ' }y > 
is a function of the vector # only and it holds 
h'0(y, tf* + W ) - h'$(y, <?*) + (h'Z[ v r e a l , . . . , f . ' Z > r e a l ) ^ • 
If a shift |ft73(y,#* + (ft?) - -V/?(y,0*)| smaller than eah is tolerable, then 
the region 
{W : | p j / * | < ehtTh} 
where p^ = (-VZ^ v r e a l , . . . , fi'ZpVreal), is an a posteriori nonsensitiveness region 
for the function h(/3) = h'/3, (3 e Rk . This can be substantially greater than 
the a priori region in the case that the norm of the vector tfreal is small. 
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COROLLARY 2.11. The a posteriori nonsensitiveness region for the function 
h(/3) = h'/3, (3 e Rk (it is to be remind that h <E M(X')) is 
{60: \p'h60\<eah}, 
where 
P'h = (-L '/NlS*~"reaP • • • > " - W "real) • 
P r o o f . It is an obvious consequence of Theorem 2.5. 
The maximum sphere 
D 
60 : \\64\\ < eah/ ^ ( ^ E - ^ ) ^ )
5 
included into {50 : \p'h50\ < eah(3}, can be more suitable in practice. 
Remark 2 .12 . If 60 = t0*, then 
p^i9 = - ^ ' [ ( X ' ) - ( s , ) l ' E * S * - V r e a l 
= -*"'X[(X')-(I!.)]
,{l - XKXO-^J'Jy = 0 . 
Remark 2.13. If /V/3(Y,0* + 60) is used instead of h^(Y,0*), then 
Var[/V^(Y,i?* + <5i9) | 0* + <5i?] 
= Var [V0(Y, 0*) | i?*] + (U^L,,,..., L'hVpLh)S0 . 
If a difference 
|Var[/V/3(Y,ir+ <5i?) \ 0* + 60] - Var[*V^(Y,i?*) \ 0*]\ 
smaller than £2al is tolerable, then the nonsensitiveness region for the dispersion 
Var[/V/3(Y,i9*) | 0*] is 
{60: \(UhVlLh,...,UhVpLh)80\<e
2al}. 
The maximum sphere 
60 : \\60\\ < ezazh 
\ i=i 
included into it, seems to be more suitable for practice. 
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3. Universal models with constraints of the type I 
DEFINITION 3 .1 . The universal model with constraints of the type I is 
y~„(XB-,S(t>)), (3e{u: b + Bu = 0} = V1, tfetf, 
where B is a given q x k matrix and ft G A4(B). 
There are two equivalent expressions of this model. 
(i) Model without restrictions 
r-x/30~n(XKB7,£(tf)), 7em
k-r^, del, 
where j30 is any vector satisfying the equality ft + B/30 = 0 and KB 
is k x (k — r(B)) matrix with the property A i (K B ) = Ker(B) = {u : 
u eRk , Bu = 0} = M(MB,), where MB , = I - P B / = l - B ' ( B B ' ) B . 
W ~.«((2WS .°)) • »*"-***• 
In the model from Definition 3.1 a function /i(/3) = ft'/3, /3 G Vj, is unbiasedly 
estimable if and only if ft G M(X\ B') , thus there exist vectors u and z such 
that ft = hl
J
r ft2, where ftx = X't/ and ft2 = B'z. 
L E M M A 3.2. /£ fto/ds that 
XKB[(K'BX)" (S)]' = XMB, [(MB ,X')- ( S )] ' . 
P r o o f - With respect to our assumption on the matrix K B , 
V{x G M(X')} ({u : K'BX'u = K'Bx} = {u : MB,X'u = M B ,x} = T) . 
It is implied by the following 
X M ( K B ) = X.M(MB ,) = > M(XKB) = M(XMB,) 
<=> Ker(K'BX') = Ker(M B ,X ' ) . 
Further, with respect do Definition 2.2 
V{u € E " } ( u ' X K B [ ( K ' B X ' ) ^ ( s ) ] ' S ( K ' B X ' ) - ( s ) K ' B X ' u 
= u'XMB,[(MB,X')- (s )]'S(MB,X')- (s )MB,X'U) 
=* S ( K ' B X ' ) - ( S ) K ' B X ' = S(MB,X')" (S)MB,X'. 
Thus X M B ' [ ( M B , X ' ) " ( S ) ] ' is one version of the matrix XKB [ ( K ' B X ' ) - ( S ) ] \ 
D 
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LEMMA 3.3 . We have 
M(X', B') = M[X'(E + XMB,X')+X + B'B] . 
P r o o f . 
v{u e r } 3 { x e r , y e R9} X'U = MB,X'X + B'y. 
It suffices to choose 
x = u and y = (BB')~BX'u, 
thus 
MB,X'x + B'y = MB,X'u + B'(BB')-BXu = X'u , 
i.e., 
M(X',B') = M(MB,X',B'). 
Let X'(S + XMB,X')+X = JJ'; then 
M(X', B') = M(MB,X', B') = M{MB, [X'(S + XMB,X')+X]MB,, B ' B } 
= M(MB, J, B') = M(J, B') = M(W + B'B) 
= M [X'(S + XMB,X')+X + B'B] . 
D 
To solve the problems given in the previous section, it is necessary to know 
the expressions for L'^, Var(v* | i?*) , Var[n '£( Y,#*) | t?*] and for the matrix 
A j , , i,j = 1, • • • ,p, in the model from Definition 3.1. 
These expressions are given in the following sequences of statements. 
Here 
C = X'S*+X, W = X'(S*+XMB ,X')+X + B'B. 
LEMMA 3.4. The ti*-LBLUE of a function h(/3) = h'/3, 0 e V,, where h e 
M(X',B'), is 
my, -M-)=L'h (_;) = [wr, (Lfy] (_;), 
where 
[(-i1,)'.(-i2)),] = 
' ( / , 'PKer(B)C + X ' S ^ - /7'C+B'(BC+B') + ) 
*/ M(XMB,) c At(S*) and M(B') C M(C), 
( /J 'P£+ B B
B (C + B'B)+X'S*-, h'(C + B'B)+B'[B(C + B'B)+B']+) 
if M(XMB,) c M(V*), 
( l ^ ' f ^ B ) W+X'(S* + XMB ,X') + , Ai'W+B'(BW+B')+) otherww . 
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Here Ker(B) = {u : Bu = 0} and P£e r (B) = I - C+B'(BC"B')-B; an analo-
gous meaning has the symbol P^ r ( - \ • 
P r o o f . Let the last case be considered only. Then with respect to Lemma 3.2 
/?£ = h>(30 + h'KB[(K'BX')-^)]'(Y - X(30) 
= h'/30 + h'MB, [MB,X'(E* + XMB,X')-XMB,] ~ x 
x MB,X'(S* + XMB ,X ' ) - (y - X(30) 
= h'(30 + /i'(MB,WMB,)+X'(S* + XMB ,X')+(y - X/30) 
= h'(30 + /i'{W+ - W+B'(BW+B')+BW+}x 
x X'(E* + XMB,X')+(y - X0O) 
= /j'pW.(B)W+X'(E* + XMB,X')+y - /»'W+B'[BW+B']
 + b . 
Analogously other cases can be proved. • 
( s* o \ ' I -seminorm g -inverse 
of the matrix (X!, B') is given by the relation 
(PKer(B)C+X'S*-,C+B'(BC+B') + ) 
if M(XMB,) c Nf(E*) and M(B') c M(C), 
(PKer?BB(C + B'B)+X'E*-, (C + B'B)+B' [B(C + B'B)+B']+) 
if M(XMB,) c M(V*), 
, (PK/er(B)W+X'(S* + XMB,X')+,W+B
/(BW+B')+) otherwise. 
= < 
LEMMA 3.6. In the model from Definition 3.1 
' - ' . Ы Ї (x',в'Г/ s,,0 
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Further 
Var(i/*|i3*) = 
( E* - X(MB,CMB,)+X' = E* - X[C+ - C+B'(BC-B')-BC+]X' 
if Nf(XMB,) c A.(E*) and M(B') C M(C), 
E*-X(M B ,CM B , )+X' 
= S* - x{(C + B'B)+ + (C + B'B)+B' [B(C + B'BYB'V x 
xB(C + B'B)+}x' if M ( X M B , ) c M ( E * ) , 
I E* - X[W+ - W+B'(BW+B)+B'W+]X' + XMB,X' otherwise. 
P r o o f . It is obvious, however, in the general case, Lemma 3.3 must be 
taken into account. • 
LEMMA 3.7. Let h e M(X', B'); then in the model from Definition 3.1 
Var[,Y/3(y,-b, i9*)|tT = 
( h'(MB,CMB,)+h 
if M(XMB,) c M(S*) and M(B') c M(C), 
h'[MB,(C + B'B)MB,]
+/i if M(XMB,) c M(E*), 
k h'(MB,\NMB,)
+h - h'MB,h, otherwise. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let h € .M(X',B'); then in the model from Definition 3.1 
дtí (x',в'y 
« : ) 
Y 
-b /Ч = ( L ^ ) ' V г E * - < 
tf=tf* 
P r o o f . It is implied by Theorem 2.7, Lemma 3.4, Corollary 3.5. and 
Lemma 3.6. • 
LEMMA 3.9. The matrix A- •. i,j = l , . . . , p ; in the case of the model from 
Definition 3.1 is 
_ p ( - ) (•) 
where 
*ІJ = P к e r ( B)(-)
+ XN г S*- V a r « | ^*)E*-V.XP^ e r ( B )(.) 
( C + - C + B ' ( B C B ' ) B C + 
if M(XMB,) C M(S*) and M(B') C M(C), 
(C + B'B)+ - (C + B'B)+B'[B(C + B'B)+B'] + x 
xB'(C + B'B)+ i / M ( X M B , ) c ^ ( S * ) 
I W+-W+B'(BW+B')+BW+ otherwise. 
>(•) 
Kєr(B)^ P^--,(-)
+ = < 
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This sequence of statements enables us to use Theorem 2.7 for the model 
with constraints of the type I. 
Remark 3.10. Since it is easy to obtain the other nonsensitivity regions for 
this model which are analogous to the regions given in the preceding section, 
the formulae in this section are omitted. 
4. Universal model with constraints of the type II 
DEFINITION 4.1. The universal model with constraints of the type II is 
v- jx /^EW), Vet, 
l 3 = ( ^ ) G { ( " ) : "eRk> Z e M ' ' -*+B1u + B2z = 0 } = V I I . 
There are two equivalent expressions of this model 
(i) Model without restrictions 
Y ~ X01|O ~ n (
X K i 7 , S(t»)) , 7 e Rfc+'-'(Bi,Ba) j tf G ^ 
where Ker(Bl5 B2) = M [ ( £ ) ] , the matrix ( £ ) is of the full rank 
in columns and ( jg1'0 j is any vector satisfying the equality b-\-B1(5l 0 + 
B2f320 = 0. 
(ii) 
- 6 J ~ « + « ( ( B 1 ' > B2)\I32)\O, 0 
0i 
ß , є v и , ŮЄŮ. 
LEMMA 4.2. We have 
M(K,) = M(MB,MB2) . 
P r o o f . Since 
B1K1 + B 2 K 2 - 0 = » M B 2 B 1 K 1 = 0 , 
obviously yVKKJ C J M ( M B i M ) . 
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From the other side 
(0 & x e M(MB,IMBJ <=> MB2B1x = 0 <̂ => 3{ -eK*}(B,x = -B 2 z) 
i.e. 
( Z ) € - M [ ( K 2 ) J
 thuS ^(MB iMB,)c.M(K1). 
D 
LEMMA 4.3. We have 
M(B1,B2) = M(MBBl,B2). 
P r o o f . Obviously M(BX) c A4(MB2B1, B2), since 
V{u G Rfc}(B1u = (PB2 + MB 2)B l U 
= M B 2 B l 0 + B 2 (B 2 B 2 )B 2 B l 0 = MB2B1u + B2z) , 
where z = (B2B2)-B2B1o. 
Further M(MBiB1) C M(BVB2), since 
\/{u e Mfe}(MB2o = B l U - PB2« = B.u + B2(B2B2)-B2(-o)) . 
D 
LEMMA 4.4. Let A and B be n x n p.s.d. matrices. Then M(A, B) = 
M(A + B). 
P r o o f . Cf. [8; p. 120]. D 
LEMMA 4.5. Let 
W = X'(£* + XMB ; M B 2X')
+X + B'1MB2B1 
Then M(X') C M(W). 
P r o o f . With respect to Lemmas 4.3. and 4.4 (cf. also Lemma 3.3) 
M(W) = M[MB ,M B 2X'(S*+XMB , i M B 2X')
+XMB i M B 2+B'1MB 2B1] 
= -^(MBiMB2X' )B'1MB2). 
Since 
X' = (MBiMB2+PBiMB2)X' 
= MBiMB2X' + BiMB2(MB2B1B'1MB2)-MB2B1X 
= M B ; M B 2 X ' + B'1MB2Z, 
where Z = (MB 2B1BiMB 2)"MB 2B1X, it is valid M(X') C M(\N). D 
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THEOREM 4.6. One version of the minimum I ' J -seminorm g-inverse of 
the matrix ( 0 B* ) ™ 9^
ven by the relation 
X', B'Л 
o, вjt /s*,o\ ' U oj "f 
where 
H ^ M ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ X ' ) - ^ . , ] ' , 
[2] = W+B'1(MB2B1W+B'1MB2)+ , 
H = -[(Bi)- ( B lw+Bi) l 'BiW




P r o o f . Let ( J^1'0 J be any vector satisfying the equality b -f- B1/31 0 + 
B 2 ! \ o = 0-
With respect to Lemmas 2.4, 4.2 and 4.5 we have 
x ^ y . - b , * ? * ) 
= X/5li0 + XK, [ ( K i X ' J - ^ J ^ V - X/31)0) 
= x M B , M B 2 [ ( M B 1 M B 2 X ' ) - ( s . ) ] ' y 
+ X/3li0 - X M B , M B 2 [ ( M B 1 M B J X ' ) - ( E . ) ]
, X / 3 1 I 0 
= x[T]y + x/31)0 
- X M B , M B 2 [ M B , M B 2 X ' ( S * + X M B 1 M B 2 X ' ) - X M B , M B 2 ]
+ X 
x MB,MB2X'(S* + X M B 1 M B 2 X ' ) + X / 3 1 ) 0 
= x[T]y + x / 3 l i 0 - x / 3 l i 0 
+ XW+B'1(MB2B1W+B'1MB2)+MB2B1^10. 
Since B1/31 0 = — B2/32 0 — 6, we have 
X/31(y,-fa,19*) = x(0,W+Bi(M B 2 B 1 W+B' 1 M B 2 )
+ ) 
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With respect to Lemma 2.3 the matrices \___, \_T\, ___\ and ___\ must satisfy 
the equalities 
X[TJX + X[2]B1 = X, x[g]B2 = 0, 
B.0X + B2[3]X + B j l f o + B_\A\B_ = B_, B1[|]B2 + B2[T]B2 = B2 , 
x 0 s = s[T]'x', (B r j j+ B 2 [|])E' = o. 
) m ( B 1 W + B ' 1 ) ] ' ;
t h e n W e It is obvious that ___, = B^. Let us choose ___] = [(B'2)'r 
can find out that a possible form of \___\ is - [ ( B 2 ) - ( B i W + B , ) ] ' B 1 W + X ' ( S * + 
XMB, M B X') , however, it is necessary to check necessary and sufficient con­
ditions. It is simple, however, tedious; thus as an example only the equality 
BjTJx + B2[TjX + Bjj^B! + B_\___\B_ = B_, is proved. 
The notation V = BjW+B^ + B 2B 2 is used in the following. 
BJTJX + B2[3]X + BTJQB, + BJZJB,. 
= B i M B ' l M B 2 [ ( M B l M B a X ' ) - ( s ) ] ' X - B 2 [ ( B ' 2 ) - ( B i W + B , ) ] ' x 
x B . W + X ' ^ + X M B ^ X O + X 
+ BiW+B'1(MB 2B1W+B'1MB 2)
 + B1 + B2[(B^Bi}N+_Vi)]'B_ 
= B i [ M B i M B 2 X ' ( S * + X M B 1 M B 2 X ' )
+ X M B , M B J
 + M B , M B 2 X'x 
X ( S * + X M B , M B 2 X ' ) + X - B 2 ( B 2 V + B 2 ) + B ' 2 V + B 1 W + X ' X 
X ( S % + X M B i M B
2
2
X ' ) + X 
+ B ^ B ' ^ - V+B2(B'2V+B2)+B2V+]B1 
+ B 2(B2V+B2)+B2V+B1 
= B i t W + - W+B'1M0 2(MB 2B1W+B'1MB a)+MB 2B1W+] x 
x (W - B ' I M B B I ) - B2(B'2V+B2)+B2V+B1W+(W - B'.M^B.) 
+ BjW+B'x [ V + - V+B2(B2V+B2)+B2V+] B, 
+ B 2 ( B 2 V + B 2 ) + B ^ V + B I 
= B i W + W - B 1 W + B ' 1 M B a ( M B 2 B 1 W + B ' 1 M B a ) + M B 2 B 1 
- B 2 ( B ' 2 V + B 2 ) + B ^ V + B I W + W 
+ B 2 ( B 2 V + B 2 ) + B ' 2 V + ( B 1 W + B ' 1 + B2B2)MB 2B1 
+ V[V+ -> V+B2(B'2V+B2)+B'2V+]MBaB1 
+ B 2 ( B 2 V + B 2 ) + B ^ V + B I 
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+W + W + B x 
= BXW
+W + P ^ B Í - PJ^BjW+W = P B + B ! + M^BiW+W 
= pV+ B l + M^
+(P + M-.JB.W+W 32 1 D 2 
i V + Q , Л Л V + | = P B 2
B I + M B 2
M B 2 B 1 W
+ W 
= P B X + M K > B 2 B 1 = P£B. + MV
+
Bl = B, 
In an analogous way the other equalities can be proved. • 
For any unbiasedly estimable function h(l3vl32) = ''i/^i + ^2/̂ 2 > ( a ) ^ ^11' 
the nonsensitiveness region is given by Theorem 2.7, where the quantities W^ •, 
i,j = l , . . . , p , L'h, 1/*, Var(v* | <#*) and Var[/z(XT/52)( V,-b,i?*) | 0*] must 
be expressed in terms of the model with constraints of the type II. 
These expressions are 
^ = (0'.(-L2))')-
(O'^h'^+h'^, 
{W = h$2\+h$4\, 
Y\_(X, J \ ( l 
-6 ) VB., B j l T j ] . 1/ = 
V 
-ь 
( 1 ) 
and 
{w/,}ť,i = (~-í,
1,)'v;s*~ V a r K 1 ^js-v,.^ 1 
< = y-x|T|y-x[2](-6), 
V a r « | ^ ) = (l-X[T])S*(l-X[T])' 
VzT{h0^p2)(Y,-b,ů*)\0*) 
= (h' h'\ fLiJ' (hi,h2) vm, 
|2|\ /E*, 
4 Д 0, 
o\ łШ'. 
0j l[2]', : 4 ' ) ( * 2 
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It is obvious how to proceed in the case of the other mentioned kinds of 
nonsensitiveness regions. 
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